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Abstract—The high definition (HD) and ultra HD videos can
be widely applied in broadcasting applications. However, with
the increased resolution of video, the volume of the raw HD
visual information data increases significantly, which becomes
a challenge for storage, processing, and transmitting the HD
visual data. The state-of-the-art video compression standard-
H.265/High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) compresses the raw
HD visual data efficiently, while the high compression rate comes
at the cost of heavy computation load. Hence, reducing the encod-
ing complexity becomes vital for the H.265/HEVC encoder to be
used in broadcasting applications. In this paper, based on the best
motion vector selection correlation among the different size pre-
diction modes, we propose a fast motion estimation (ME) method
to reduce the encoding complexity of the H.265/HEVC encoder.
First, according to the prediction unit (PU) partition type, all
PUs are classified into two classes, parent PU and children PUs,
respectively. Then, based on the best motion vector selection cor-
relation between the parent PU and children PUs, the block
matching search process of the children PUs is adaptively skipped
if their parent PU chooses the initial search point as its final opti-
mal motion vector in the ME process. Experimental results show
that the proposed method achieves an average of 20% ME time
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saving as compared with the original HM-TZSearch. Meanwhile,
the rate distortion performance degradation is negligible.

Index Terms—Video compression, H.265/HEVC, fast motion
estimation, prediction unit.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE HIGH definition (HD) and ultra HD videos have
emerged in response to the developments in video cap-

ture and display technologies, which have been widely used
in security surveillance, ultra HD television system, and so
on [1]. However, with the increased resolution of video, the
volume of the raw HD visual information data increases
significantly. This becomes a challenge for storage, pro-
cessing and transmitting the visual data due to the current
storage, computing, and transmission capability are still lim-
ited. Hence, the high compression rate and low complexity
are the key requirements for the HD videos to be widely
applied in broadcasting applications. Recently, the joint col-
laborative team on video coding (JCT-VC) under the ITU-T
video coding experts group (VCEG) and ISO/IEC moving
picture experts group (MPEG) launched a state-of-the-art
video compression standard called H.265/high efficiency video
coding (HEVC) [2], [3]. Compared to the H.264/advanced
video coding (AVC) which is the previous generation video
compression standard [4], the H.265/HEVC achieves about
50% bit rate saving while maintaining the same subjective
visual quality. However, the higher compression rate comes
at the cost of heavy computational complexity of a series of
advanced coding tools used in the H.265/HEVC encoder, such
as quadtree structure based coding unit (CU), large and asym-
metric interframe/intraframe prediction unit (PU), and so on.
Hence, reducing the encoding complexity becomes vital for
the H.265/HEVC encoder to be widely used in broadcasting
applications.

In order to reduce the encoding complexity of the
H.265/HEVC encoder, many researchers have focused on
optimizing the H.265/HEVC interframe prediction pro-
cess [5]–[10]. Pan et al. [5] proposed a fast CU size decision
method by using the CU quadtree depth selection correla-
tion between the current CU and its spatial and temporal
neighboring CUs. Since the CU size highly depends on the
content of the CU, Shen et al. [6] proposed a fast CU size
decision by using the correlation between the CU size and
the CU content. Zhang et al. [7] proposed a machine learn-
ing based fast CU size decision method, which optimized the
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encoding complexity with acceptable rate distortion (RD) per-
formance degradation. Based on the CU motion activity and
hierarchial depth correlation, Pan et al. [8] proposed an early
Merge/Skip mode decision for reducing the encoding complex-
ity of PU encoding process. By using the CU inter-level and
spatiotemporal correlations, Shen et al. [9] proposed an adap-
tive inter mode decision for reducing the complexity of the
H.265/HEVC. Based on the spatiotemporal encoding parame-
ters of the H.265/HEVC encoder, Ahn et al. [10] proposed a
fast CU encoding method for H.265/HEVC inter coding. These
methods can efficiently reduce the computational complexity
of the interframe prediction process, however, the encoding
complexity of the interframe prediction mainly comes from
the motion estimation (ME) process, the encoding complexity
of H.265/HEVC encoder can be further reduced by optimizing
the ME process.

To further reduce the computational complexity of the ME
process, many fast ME algorithms have been proposed, such as
the conventional fast ME algorithms [11]–[14], including three
step search [11], four step search [12], diamond search [13],
hexagon search [14], and so on. Bossen et al. [15] proposed a
hybrid unsymmetrical-cross multi-hexagon-grid search algo-
rithm, which efficiently solves the local minimum problem
in ME process. In [16], according to the best motion vec-
tors (MVs) distribution, Pan et al. [16] proposed a fast ME
algorithm for reducing the computational complexity of the
ME process of the H.264/AVC encoder. In [17], an effi-
cient ME and disparity estimation (DE) was proposed for
H.264/AVC based multiview video coding by considering the
early SKIP mode decision, ME/DE early termination, and
adaptive ME/DE search range reduction. However, these fast
ME algorithms are not suitable for directly applying to the
H.265/HEVC encoder due to the large resolution videos, and
new video coding techniques such as quadtree based CU,
larger and asymmetrical PU.

In order to address the limitations and full use the
properties of the new coding techniques, researchers have
devoted their efforts on designing fast ME algorithms for
the H.265/HEVC [18]–[24]. In [18], a fast ME algorithm
was proposed by refining the search pattern and adopting
an early termination for the TZSearch in the H.265/HEVC
reference software. By using the hexagon search instead of
the TZSearch, a fast ME method was developed for the
H.265/HEVC [19]. Based on the content property of different-
size CUs and best MVs distribution, an early termination was
proposed for the TZSearch in the H.265/HEVC reference soft-
ware [20]. In [21], a fast ME algorithm was proposed by
using the block motion intensity which is evaluated by the
MV and MV differences of nearby blocks, in which if the
motion intensity is large, the original TZSearch is used; oth-
erwise, the hexagon search is adopted. By considering the
highly probable movement in horizontal and vertical direc-
tion, Yang et al. [22] proposed a directional search based fast
ME. In [23], a search window selection method was designed
for the HEVC fast ME, in which the search window is deter-
mined according to the MV predictor of the size of 64×64
CU. In [24], an adaptive search range decision method was
proposed for the HEVC ME, in which the relationships among

Fig. 1. Encoding steps of the H.265/HEVC interprediction.

the PU difference, predictive MV length, and the best search
range are firstly learned; then the k-nearest neighbor algorithm
is applied to determine the optimal search range based on the
learning results. While the encoding complexity of ME can be
further improved due to the block matching search and early
termination strategy still cost extra computational complexity.
Moreover, the best MV decision correlation among different
PU modes are not considered by these algorithms.

In this paper, we propose a content property based fast
ME method for reducing the computational complexity of the
H.265/HEVC encoder. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows. Section II presents a brief review on the ME pro-
cess of the H.265/HEVC. Section III introduces the details
of the proposed content similarity based fast ME method.
Experimental results are given in Section IV. At last, Section V
concludes this paper.

II. REVIEW ON THE H.265/HEVC
ME ENCODING PROCESS

In the H.265/HEVC encoding process, all images/frames of
the video are encoded sequentially. As shown in Fig. 1, each
frame is partitioned into one or more slice (S1, S2, · · · , Sn),
the slices are further split into a series of coding tree units
(CTUs), which is the basic processing unit of the H.265/HEVC
encoder. The CTUs are further partitioned into a sequence
of CUs according to a quadtree, which supports the CU
size from 64×64 to 8×8. After that, based on the predic-
tion type, a CU can be split into one, two, or four PUs,
which is the basic processing unit of intra and inter prediction.
For the H.265/HEVC inter prediction, eight inter PU modes
are supported, i.e., Inter_2N×2N, Inter_2N×N, Inter_N×2N,
Inter_N×N, Inter_2N×nU, Inter_2N×nD, Inter_nL×2N, and
Inter_nR×2N. In order to remove the temporal redundan-
cies, these inter PU modes perform the ME in the reference
frames (i.e., r1, r2, · · · , rn.) to locate the best matching block
according to the minimization of the Lagrangian RD cost
function [25].

The H.265/HEVC fast integer-pixel ME process consists of
two steps, i.e., initial search point (ISP) decision, and block
matching search. For the ISP decision process, the median
predictor [15] is used as one of the ISP candidates to predict
the ISP, the MV obtained by the median predictor, �MVMP, is
shown as

�MVMP = Median
( �MVleft, �MVup, �MVup-right

)
, (1)
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Fig. 2. An example of the nearby blocks of the current block.

it uses the median MV value of the left, up, and up-right
blocks of the current block as the ISP. Fig. 2 shows the nearby
blocks on the left, up, and up-right of the current CU, and their
MVs are denoted as �MVleft, �MVup, �MVup-right, respectively. The
other ISP candidate is the �(0,0). Finally, the best ISP, �MVISP,
is determined according to the minimization of the Lagrangian
RD cost function, that is
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

�MVISP = arg min
�MVn

J
( �MVn, λMOTION

)
, s.t. �MVn ∈ S,

J
( �MVn, λMOTION

) = SAD
(
o, c

( �MVn
))

+ λMOTION · R
( �MVn − �PMV

)
,

SAD
(
o, c

( �MV
))

= ∑px
x=1

∑py
y=1

∣
∣o(x, y)− c

(
x − MVx, y − MVy

)∣∣,
(2)

where �MVn is the MV of the candidate ISP; S = { �MVMP,
�(0,0)}; SAD is the sum of absolute difference between the

original PU (o), and its predicted PU (c), at the position located
by �MVn in the reference frame; λMOTION is the Lagrange multi-
plier; �PMV is the prediction vector; R( �MVn − �PMV) represents
the number of bits for encoding the motion information, which
is obtained by a table-lookup; px, py is the PU size, and is equal
to 64, 32, 16, or 8.

After the best ISP is determined, a search window with
search range w is constructed on the reference frame. Next,
a block matching search is performed on the search window
to locate the best search point with MV, �MVbest, according to
the minimization of the Lagrangian RD cost function, which
is shown in Eq. (2),

�MVbest

= arg min
�MVn

J
( �MVc, λMOTION

)
, s.t. �MVc ∈ ( �MVm ∪ �MVISP

)
,

(3)

where �MVc indicates the MVs of all candidate search points;
�MVm means the MVs of candidate search points in the search

window; �MVISP represents the MV of ISP. Theoretically, the
computational complexity of the block matching search based
ME depends on the search window size and the search strat-
egy, the number of candidate search points of the block
matching search increases as the size of search window and
the complexity of the search strategy increase. Thus, if the
block matching search is simplified or skipped, the num-
ber of candidate search points will be reduced significantly,
which will result in much more computational complexity
saving.

TABLE I
TEST CONDITIONS

III. PROPOSED CONTENT PROPERTY BASED

LOW-COMPLEXITY H.265/HEVC ME

A. Encoding Complexity Analyses on the H.265/HEVC ME

The encoding complexity of H.265/HEVC ME depends on
the total number of search points of block matching process,
suppose a CU is with size of 2N×2N pixels and the ME
search range is ±w in both horizontal and vertical direc-
tions, there are (2w + 1)2 candidate search points inside the
search window. Hence, if the number of search points is
reduced, the computational complexity of the ME could be
saved. The TZSearch is a fast ME method in the H.265/HEVC
reference software, it reduces the number of search points
of the ME by simplifying the block matching search pro-
cess. However, with these advanced coding tools used, such
as quadtree structure based CU, larger and asymmetrical PU
modes, the encoding complexity of the TZSearch based fast
ME is still high. To analyze the encoding complexity of the
ME process in the H.265/HEVC encoder, the H.265/HEVC
reference software HM12.0 is used. Five HEVC standard
video sequences (“BQSquare”, “BasketballDrill”, “Johnny”,
“Cactus”, “Traffic”) are tested, the property of these five test
sequences and HM12.0 configurations are defined in [26], and
the resolutions of these five sequences are 416×240, 832×480,
1280×720, 1920×1080, and 2560×1600, respectively. The
number of encoded frames for these five sequences is 161, 129,
97, 65, and 33, respectively. Among these video sequences,
the “BQSquare” is with medium motion; the “BasketballDrill”
moves fast; the “Johnny” has slow motion, and simple back-
ground; the “Cactus” is with complex background, and the
objects move fast; the “Traffic” has complex content, and the
objects have medium motion. The test conditions are tabulated
in Table I. The other coding parameters adopts the default set-
tings in the HM12.0 and coding profiles. In this paper, the
encoding complexity of the ME, MEcomplexity, is computed as

MEcomplexity = (TME/Tencoder)× 100%, (4)

where the TME indicates the encoding time consumed by the
ME process; Tencoder means the total encoding time of the
HM12.0. The statistical results are listed in Table II.

From Table II, it can be observed that the encoding com-
plexity of the variable-sizes CU and PU based ME is quite
time-consuming, for the random-access-main (RAM) coding
profile, the MEcomplexity is from 51.39% to 75.33%, 67.82%
on average; for the low-delay-main (LDM) coding profile, the
MEcomplexity is from 55.05% to 83.15%, 73.78% on average.
In addition, we can see that with the increased value of quanti-
zation parameter (QP), the value of MEcomplexity becomes large,
this is because that when the QP increases, the total encoding
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TABLE II
STATISTICAL RESULTS OF THE H.265/HEVC

ME ENCODING COMPLEXITY (%)

time decreases, while the change of ME time is rather small.
We can also see that for different video sequences, the val-
ues of MEcomplexity are different, this is because the motion
activity and texture of the video content are different. Usually,
the video content with complex texture and violent motion
activity needs more ME encoding time, instead, the value of
MEcomplexity is small. From these values, we can figure out that
the encoding complexity of ME of H.265/HEVC encoder is
high, which leaves a lot of room for optimizing the encoding
complexity. Thus, if the block matching search process of the
ME can be skipped, much more encoding time could be saved.

B. Proposed Content Similarity Based Fast ME Method

1) Initial Search Point Decision: In video coding process,
there is large MV correlation among the current CU and its
spatial neighboring CUs, such as up, left, and up-right CUs,
due to the consistency of object. The block matching search
ME methods are based on the assumption that the block
matching error decreases monotonously when approaching the
global optimal search point. Hence, a more accurate ISP will
result in low encoding complexity in finding the global opti-
mal search point. In this paper, the median predictor ( �MVMP)
and �(0,0) are also adopted as the ISP candidates. Ultimately,
the ISP, �MVISP, is that

�MVISP

= arg min
�MVn

J
( �MVn, λMOTION

)
, s.t. �MVn ∈

{ �MVMP, �(0,0)
}
.

(5)

In order to evaluate the efficiency of the ISP, let the event A
represents that the final optimal search point is same with the
ISP in ME process. The probability P(A) is analyzed with five
HEVC test video sequences, the test conditions are listed in
Table I. The statistical results of P(A) are tabulated in Table III.
From Table III, it can be seen that most of the PUs select the
ISP as their final global optimal search point in the ME pro-
cess. For the RAM coding profile, from 61.06% to 75.26%,
69.27% on average, PUs select the ISP as their final global
search point. For the LDM coding profile, from 55.90% to
85.30%, 68.01% on average, PUs choose the ISP as their final

1The “n/a” indicates the result is not available, since the sequence “Johnny”
with the RAM coding profile, and the sequence “Traffic” with the LDM coding
profile are not tested according to the HEVC common test conditions [26].

TABLE III
STATISTICAL RESULTS OF P(A) (%)

Fig. 3. An illustration on the parent PU and its children PUs.

global search point. In addition, we can see that the probability
P(A) of the video sequence “Johnny” is more than 80.50% on
average for the LDM coding profile. This is because that the
“Johnny” has most of the regions with static background, and
these regions have strong spatial correlation. From these val-
ues, we can draw a conclusion that the proposed ISP decision
method works efficiently for finding the final global optimal
search point with low complexity in the ME process.

2) Content Similarity Based Block Matching Search
Skipped Strategy: In the H.265/HEVC PU encoding pro-
cess, the CU is further partitioned into PUs according
to the PU prediction-type. For example, a CU can be
split into a PU with size of 2N×2N, two PUs with size
of 2N×N, N×2N, 2N×nU, 2N×nD, nL×2N, or nR×2N,
or four PUs with size of N×N. In the ME process,
all inter PUs (Inter_2N×2N, Inter_2N×N, Inter_N×2N,
Inter_N×N, Inter_2N×nU, Inter_2N×nD, Inter_nL×2N, and
Inter_nR×2N) need to perform block matching search in the
reference frame to finding the optimal matching block. Thus,
based on the PU size, the Inter_2N×2N PU mode can be
regarded as the parent of the other inter PU modes due to the
content of children PUs is a part of their parent PU, an exam-
ple of the parent PU and children PUs is shown in Fig. 3. In
the ME process, if the parent PU selects the ISP as its final
optimal search point, it represents that the content of the par-
ent PU with size of 2N×2N is a static region, with simple
texture, or moves uniform. In this circumstance, the children
PUs may also have a large probability to select the ISP as
their best search point due to the high spatial correlation and
similar properties of the pixels within a CU.
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TABLE IV
STATISTICAL RESULTS OF THE CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY P(C|B) (%)

In order to analyze the final optimal search point decision
correlation among the parent PU and its children PUs, let the
event B denotes that the parent PU selects the ISP as its final
best point, the event C represents that the children PUs choose
the ISP as their final best point. Five video sequences are tested
under the conditions listed in Table I. The statistical results of
conditional probability P(C|B) are tabulated in Table IV.

From Table IV, it can be seen that for the RAM coding
profile, the probability of P(C|B) is from 89.67% to 94.84%,
93.32% on average. For the LDM coding profile, the probabil-
ity of P(C|B) is from 88.32% to 97.27%, 94.08% on average.
In addition, we can see that for the video sequence “Cactus”,
the probability of P(C|B) has a little decrease, 91.90% and
90.83% on average, for the RAM and LDM coding profiles,
respectively. This is because that the content of “Cactus” has
complexity texture, which results in the spatial MV correla-
tion decreases. Moreover, the probability of P(C|B) becomes
large as the QP increases, the reason is that when the QP
increases, the distortions will be transformed and quantized
into small values, which results in the large spatial MV corre-
lation between the parent PU and its children PUs. From these
values, we can figure out that if the parent PU selects the ISP
as its best point, its children PUs also have a rather large prob-
ability to choose the ISP as their final optimal search point.
As a results, the block matching search of the children PUs
could be skipped, and significant encoding time saving could
be gained.

Based on above analyses, the final optimal search point of
the children PU, �MVchildren, is determined by Eq. (6), as shown
at the bottom of this page, where �MVCISP is the MV of the ISP
of the children PUs; �MVparent represents the MV of the final
optimal search point of the parent PU; �MVPISP indicates the
MV of the ISP of the parent PU; � is the set of the candidate
MVs of the block matching search points of the children PUs.

3) The Overall Method: Based on the above analyses,
the proposed fast ME method is summarized step-by-step as
follows, which is also illustrated in Fig. 4.

Step 1. Encode the current CU with the Merge/SKip mode,
the parent PU mode, Inter_2N×2N mode, then

Fig. 4. The flowchart of the proposed fast ME method.

record the ISP and final best search point of the par-
ent PU mode as �MVPISP, and �MVparent, respectively.
If �MVparent = �MVPISP, go to Step 2. Otherwise, go
to Step 3.

Step 2. Encode the current CU with the children PU
modes, including Inter_2N×N, Inter_N×2N,
Inter_N×N, Inter_2N×nU, Inter_2N×nD,
Inter_nL×2N, and Inter_nR×2N. After deciding
the initial search point of these children PU modes,
the block matching search process is skipped for
these modes, and the initial search point is set as
the final optimal search point. Go to Step 4.

Step 3. Encode the current CU with the inter PU modes,
including Inter_2N×N, Inter_N×2N, Inter_N×N,
Inter_2N×nU, Inter_2N×nD, Inter_nL×2N, and
Inter_nR×2N. Go to Step 4.

Step 4. The Intra PU modes are used for encoding the
current CU. Go to Step 5;

Step 5. Store the coding information and write the encoded
bit stream. Go back to Step 1 to process the
next CU.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Encoding Complexity Saving Analyses on the
Proposed Method

From the overall method, we can see that the computational
complexity saving of the proposed fast ME method depends
on the number of the parent PUs which select the ISP as their
final optimal search point. If most of the PUs select the ISP
as the final best point, then the computational complexity sav-
ing of the proposed fast ME method will be large. Otherwise,
the computational complexity saving of the ME will be small.

�MVchildren =
{ �MVCISP, if �MVparent = �MVPISP,

arg min �MVn
J
( �MVn, λMOTION

)
, s.t. �MVn ∈ (

� ∪ �MVCISP
)
, otherwise,

(6)
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TABLE V
PERCENTAGE OF THE ISP TO BE SELECTED AS THE FINAL

OPTIMAL SEARCH POINT OF THE PARENT PU (%)

To analyze the theoretical values of how many children PUs
skip the block matching search, five video sequences are
tested in real video coding. The test conditions are listed
in Table I, and the percentage of the parent PUs which
choose the ISP as their final optimal search point is tabulated
in Table V.

From Table V, it can be seen that most of the parent PUs
select the ISP as their final optimal search point in the ME
process. For the RAM coding profile, there are from 82.42%
to 91.16%, 88.72% on average, parent PUs selecting the ISP
as their final best search point. For the LDM coding profile,
there are about 80.58% to 96.26%, 91.03% on average, par-
ent PUs choosing the ISP as their final optimal search point.
In other words, there are about 88.72% and 91.03% chil-
dren PUs skipped the block matching search process in the
ME process for the RAM and LDM coding profiles, respec-
tively. From these values, we can draw a conclusion that the
proposed fast ME method can efficiently reduce the compu-
tational complexity of the ME process of the H.265/HEVC
encoder.

B. Encoding Performance on PSNR, BR, ME Time Saving,
and Total Encoding Time Saving

In order to prove the efficiency of the proposed fast ME
method, the testing environment is defined as follows: the soft-
ware platform is the HEVC reference software HM12.0; the
hardware platform is Intel Xeon CPU E5-1620 v2 @ 3.70GHz,
16.0GB RAM with the Microsoft Windows 7 64-bit operating
system. The test conditions are presented in Table I. The other
coding parameters adopt the default settings in the HM12.0
and coding profiles.

We compared the proposed fast ME algorithm with two
recently published methods, ETZSearch [20] and ISOCC [28],
in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), bit rate (BR),
total encoding time saving (TETS), and ME time sav-
ing (METS). The benchmark is the HM12.0, and the compar-
ison results are tabulated in Table VI, where the Bjontegaard
delta PSNR (BDPSNR) and Bjontegaard delta BR (BDBR)
are the average PSNR differences in dB for the same BR,
and the average BR differences in percent for the same
PSNR, respectively, and are computed according [29]; TETS

and METS are calculated as⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

TETS = 1

4

4∑

i=1

Tψ(QPi)− THM(QPi)

THM(QPi)
× 100%,

METS = 1

4

4∑

i=1

TEψ(QPi)− TEHM(QPi)

TEHM(QPi)
× 100%,

(7)

where Tψ(QPi) denotes the total encoding time of the HM12.0
with the fast ME method ψ under the QP value of QPi,
ψ ∈{ETZSearch [20], ISOCC [28], Proposed}; THM(QPi) is
the total encoding time of the HM12.0 with the original ME
method, TZSearch, under the QP value of QPi; TEψ(QPi) indi-
cates the total ME time of HM12.0 with the fast ME method ψ
under the QP value of QPi, ψ ∈{ETZSearch [20], ISOCC [28],
Proposed}; TEHM(QPi) is the total ME time of the HM12.0
with the original fast ME method, TZSearch, under the QP
value of QPi; QPi={22, 27, 32, 37}. The original fast ME
algorithm, TZSearch which is used in the HM12.0, is denoted
as HM-TZSearch.

From Table VI, it can be observed that for the LDM cod-
ing profile, the ETZSearch reduces the total encoding time
from 1.18% to 5.48%, 2.95% on average; and saves the ME
time from 1.40% to 8.15%, 4.30% on average. Meanwhile,
the BDPSNR between the ETZSearch and the original HM-
TZSearch is from -0.009 dB to -0.001 dB, -0.004 dB on
average; and the BDBR between the ETZSearch and the origi-
nal HM-TZSearch is from 0.01% to 0.29%, 0.12% on average.
For the RAM coding profile, the ETZSearch saves the total
encoding time from 1.43% to 4.86%, 2.79% on average; and
reduces the ME time from 2.19% to 7.02%, 4.25% on average.
While the BDPSNR between the ETZSearch and the original
HM-TZSearch is from -0.014 dB to -0.001 dB, -0.005 dB on
average; the BDBR between the ETZSearch and the original
HM-TZSearch is from 0.06% to 0.39%, 0.14% on average.
From these value, we can see that the ETZSearch can effi-
ciently maintain the RD performance of the original HM12.0,
whereas the total encoding time saving and ME time saving
of the ETZSearch are quite limited. The reasons of low time
saving are that 1) the ETZSearch uses a four points diamond
search to early terminate the ME process, it also consumes
extra encoding time for checking the four points; 2) the orig-
inal HM-TZSearch adopts some early termination strategies
for the block matching search process, which results in the
ETZSearch doesn’t work in the HM-TZSearch.

For the LDM coding profile, the ISOCC only achieves
1.15% and 1.53% of the average total encoding time sav-
ing and average ME time saving, respectively. The average
BDPSNR and BDBR between the ISOCC and the original
HM-TZSearch are -0.006 dB and 0.18%, respectively. For the
RAM coding profile, the ISOCC reduces the total encoding
time and ME encoding time for 1.25% and 1.68% on aver-
age, respectively. The average BDPSNR and BDBR between
the ISOCC and the original HM-TZSearch are -0.006 dB
and 0.17%, respectively. From these values, we can seen that
the complexity saving of the ISOCC is quite limited. This
is because that the ISOCC only refines the block matching
search pattern of the HM-TZSearch, while most of the block
matching search processes are skipped in the HM-TZSearch
encoding process.
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TABLE VI
SUMMARY OF ENCODING RESULTS

It can also be seen that the proposed method efficiently
removes the encoding complexity of the ME of the HEVC
encoder, while maintaining a comparable RD performance.
For the LDM coding profile, the proposed method reduces the
total encoding time from 10.12% to 26.14%, 15.04% on aver-
age; and saves the ME time from 13.35% to 33.68%, 20.12%
on average. Meanwhile, the BDPSNR between the proposed
method and the original HM-TZSearch is from -0.053 dB to
-0.006 dB, -0.020 dB on average; and the BDBR between
the proposed method and the original HM-TZSearch is from
0.21% to 1.12%, 0.55% on average. For the RAM coding

profile, the proposed method reduces the encoding time from
7.28% to 21.08%, 12.29% on average; and achieves the ME
time saving from 11.06% to 27.62%, 18.52% on average. At
the same time, the BDPSNR between the proposed method and
the original HM-TZSearch is from -0.070 dB to -0.008 dB, -
0.034 dB on average; and the BDBR between the proposed

2The “n/a” indicates the result is not available, since the sequences of
class A with RAM coding profile, and the sequences of class E with
LDM coding profiles are not tested according to the HEVC common test
conditions [26], [27].
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Fig. 5. Summary of encoding time saving. (a) Total encoding time saving of the HEVC encoder. (b) Total encoding time saving of the HEVC ME process.

method and the original HM-TZSearch is from 0.38% to
1.58%, 0.86% on average.

From these values, we can observe that the TETS and
TMES of the proposed algorithm with LDM coding profile
are larger than that of the RAM coding profile, this is because
that the encoding complexity of the LDM coding profile is
more complex than that of the RAM coding profile, which
results in more encoding complexity could be removed in
the LDM coding profile. In addition, the proposed method
removes more encoding complexity for the video sequences,
“BasketballDrill”, “BasketballPass”, and “PeopleOnStreet”,
this is because that these videos have violent motion activity
content, which results in the block matching search consumes
much more time to locate the final best search point. Thus,
the block matching search process is skipped for these video
sequences, significant encoding time saving is obtained.

In order to show the time saving efficiency of the pro-
posed method, the encoding time saving comparison among
the ETZSearch, the ISOCC, and the proposed method is pre-
sented in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the proposed method
can efficiently reduce the encoding time of the H.265/HEVC
encoder and the encoding time of the ME process. For the
LDM coding profile, the average total encoding time saving of
the ETZSearch, ISOCC, and the proposed method are 2.95%,
1.15% and 15.04%, respectively; and the average ME time
saving of the ETZSearch, ISOCC, and the proposed method
are 4.30%, 1.53%, and 20.12%, respectively. For the RAM
coding profile, the average total encoding time saving of the

ETZSearch, ISOCC, and the proposed method are 2.79%,
1.25%, and 12.29%, respectively; and the average ME time
saving of the ETZSearch, ISOCC, and the proposed method
are 4.25%, 1.68%, and 28.52%, respectively. Compared to the
ETZSearch, the proposed method saves about 12.46% and
9.77% total encoding time for the LDM and RAM coding
profiles, respectively; and the proposed method reduces about
16.53% and 14.90% encoding time for the ME process of
the H.265/HEVC encoder with LDM and RAM coding pro-
files, respectively. For the LDM coding profile, the proposed
method can reduce 14.05% total encoding time and 18.88%
ME encoding time when compared to the ISOCC; the pro-
posed method saves 11.18% total encoding time and 16.85%
ME encoding time for the RAM coding profile when compared
to the ISOCC. From these values, we can draw a conclusion
that the proposed method reduces the encoding complexity of
the ME process of the H.265/HEVC encoder more efficient
than the ETZSearch and ISOCC.

To intuitively explain the RD performance, the RD curves
of classes A, B, C, and D, with RAM coding profiles, and
the RD curves of classes B, C, D, and E are presented in
Fig. 6 (a) and Fig. 6 (b), respectively. It can be seen from
Fig. 6 that the proposed fast ME method obtains almost the
same RD performance with the HM-TZSearch, ETZSearch,
and ISOCC. From the above data, we conclude that the pro-
posed method efficiently removes the encoding complexity of
the integer-pixel ME of the H.265/HEVC, meanwhile, the RD
performance degradation is negligible.
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Fig. 6. RD curves. (a) RAM coding profile. (b) LDM coding profile.

TABLE VII
THE FALSE DECISION RATES OF THE BEST MV (%)

C. The False Decision Rates of the Best Motion Vector

In order to evaluate the best MV decision efficiency of the
proposed fast ME method, the false decision rates of the best
MV of the ETZSearch, ISOCC, and our proposed method are
evaluated with five HEVC standard sequences, as “BQSquare”,
“BasketballDrill”, “Johny”, “Cactus”, and “Traffic”, under
the RAM and LDM coding profiles, respectively. Table VII
presents the test results of the average best MV false decision
rate.

From Table VII, it can be seen that for the RAM coding
profile, the average false decision rates of the best MV of
the ETZSearch, ISOCC, and our proposed method is 5.72%,
5.81%, and 6.68%, respectively. For the LDM coding pro-
file, the average false decision rates of the best MV of the
ETZSearch, ISOCC, and our proposed method is 5.18%,
5.07%, and 5.92%, respectively. From these results, we can
see that the false decision rates of the best MV of our pro-
posed method is very close to the ETZSearch and ISOCC,
while its value is within an acceptable range.

V. CONCLUSION

To make the H.265/HEVC meet with the requirements of the
current broadcasting applications, e.g., low complexity, high
compression, we proposed a fast ME method to reduce the
computational complexity of the H.265/HEVC in this paper.
Firstly, based on the prediction type, all PUs are classified into

two categories, i.e., parent PU and children PUs. Then, based
on the best MV selection correlation between the parent PU
and its children PUs, the block matching search process of
the children PUs in ME process is adaptively skipped if their
parent PU selects the ISP as its final best MV. Experimental
results show that the proposed fast ME method efficiently
removes the computational complexity of the ME process of
the H.265/HEVC encoder, while maintaining comparable RD
performance.
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